COVER: GARMENT WORKERS IN CALIFORNIA PROTEST THEIR EMPLOYER'S DECISION TO CLOSE THEIR PLANT AND MOVE OPERATIONS TO MEXICO.
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Introduction

Twenty years ago, Canada, Mexico and the United States entered into the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). As he signed the bill implementing NAFTA, President Clinton declared: “I believe we have made a decision now that will permit us to create an economic order in the world that will promote more growth, more equality, better preservation of the environment and a greater possibility of world peace.”¹ Unfortunately, the enduring result of NAFTA has been just the opposite: stagnant wages, increasing inequality and weakened social protections in all three countries.²

Trade deals should spur sustainable and inclusive development by creating high-quality employment opportunities, increasing equitable access to resources and enhancing labor and environmental standards. When candidate Barack Obama was on the campaign trail in 2007, he recognized NAFTA was a mistake, stating it was “devastating.”³ He promised to change U.S. trade policy to benefit workers and communities. However, since taking office, his administration instead has embarked on negotiations that would apply the NAFTA model on a much larger scale.

The NAFTA Model

NAFTA was a departure from traditional trade agreements, which focused on reducing tariffs and import quotas.⁴ Tariffs within North America already were very low when NAFTA was being negotiated,⁵ and while the agreement does further reduce or eliminate tariffs and quotas, the bulk of the agreement focuses on creating privileges and protections for investors. The language goes far beyond requiring that domestic and foreign business be afforded equal treatment, although that provision in itself has profound effects on governments’ ability to promote local economies and support innovative development. NAFTA provides investors with such sweeping guarantees as the right to “fair and equitable treatment and full protection and security”⁶ in accordance with international law, and requires that states compensate investors for “directly or indirectly” nationalizing or expropriating an investment or taking any actions “tantamount to nationalization or expropriation.”⁷ The enforcement mechanism for these rights, known as investor-to-state dispute settlement (ISDS), allows investors to directly challenge government regulations that interfere with actual or potential profits before international panels that are unaccountable to the public.

The agreement limits when and how governments can regulate by opening domestic regulatory actions to supranational challenge. NAFTA requires states to adopt stringent protections for intellectual property rights, establishes a set of rules governing trade in services that includes nondiscrimination and right of access and restricts the requirements governments may place on procurement contracts.

This ambitious agenda affects a host of issues that normally would be left to the domestic democratic process, including food safety, patents and copyrights, land use and natural resources, professional licensing, government contracting and service-sector regulations in such areas as health care, financial services, energy and telecommunications.⁸

NAFTA was also the first trade agreement to address labor and environmental issues, in two separate side agreements.⁹ Unlike the procedures that protect investor rights, the complaint procedures for violations of labor or environmental standards are exceedingly slow and cumbersome, and provide no reasonable possibility of sanctions being imposed for noncompliance. While complaints have been used to draw increased scrutiny to particularly egregious violations, these weak provisions fail to meaningfully protect fundamental labor rights or the environment.

NAFTA-style agreements facilitate higher volumes of trade, but contain no measures to ensure that increased trade flows will be reciprocal or that the gains are widely shared. Many of the provisions actively hinder or deter social policies that would foster equitable development. While there have been modifications to the language in subsequent agreements, the fundamental architecture that promotes broad investor rights and restrictions on governments’
regulatory autonomy remains the same. On the whole, NAFTA-style agreements have proved to be primarily a vehicle to increase corporate profits at the expense of workers, consumers, farmers, communities, the environment and even democracy itself.

Upcoming negotiations are an opportunity to ensure the benefits from trade are shared throughout society. A new approach is needed. Twenty years of the NAFTA model demonstrates that current U.S. trade policy does not create quality jobs, enhance social mobility or effectively improve labor and environmental protection. As negotiations are ongoing, it is essential to consider critical lessons learned from the past two decades before concluding new agreements.

Lessons from 20 Years of NAFTA

These agreements do not create quality job opportunities or increase wages.

While the overall volume of trade within North America has increased and corporate profits have skyrocketed, wages have remained stagnant in all three countries. Productivity has increased, but workers’ share of these gains has decreased steadily, along with unionization rates.

The NAFTA architecture of deregulation coupled with investor protections allows companies to move labor-intensive components of their operations to locations with weak laws and lax enforcement. This exacerbates incentives for local, state and federal authorities to artificially maintain low labor costs by ignoring or actively interfering with such fundamental rights as the rights to organize, strike and be free from discrimination. This dynamic undermines organizing and bargaining efforts even in areas with relatively robust labor laws. Today it is commonplace for employers to threaten to move south—whether to South Carolina or Tijuana—if workers do not agree to cuts in wages and benefits. Meanwhile, NAFTA’s investor protections

“Twenty years ago, the people of the United States, Mexico and Canada were promised a trade deal that would create jobs, lift Mexico out of poverty and stem illegal immigration. But instead they got a trade deal that benefited multinational corporations at the expense of workers, leading to more inequality and less bargaining power for workers. Workers’ wages have stagnated in all three countries, and families struggle to pay for health care, education, housing and retirement. We need trade deals that strengthen workers’ rights, build strong communities and protect the environment, in America and worldwide.”

—Richard L. Trumka, President, AFL-CIO
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provide foreign businesses with unique legal rights, unavailable to other economic actors, which provide additional leverage to weaken regulatory schemes.

NAFTA caused massive employment-related demographic shifts, both within and between countries. In Mexico, subsidized agricultural imports from the United States sparked unprecedented migration. The country lost 1 million jobs in corn alone between 1991 and 2000, and an additional million in the agricultural sector as a whole. This drove waves of desperate migration from rural areas, both into the industrial sector in the north and across the border into the United States and Canada. Proponents claimed NAFTA would decrease immigration into the United States. Instead, illegal immigration flows from Mexico doubled after the agreement took effect, leveling off in recent years. NAFTA freed up constraints on international capital, but did nothing to address flawed immigration policies. This created a large pool of vulnerable workers willing to accept low pay, which increased downward pressures on wages.

In the United States and Canada, the agreement resulted in mass displacement in import-competiting sectors, particularly manufacturing. In the United States, an estimated 682,900 jobs were displaced south of the border into Mexico alone. More than a third of those displaced in manufacturing dropped out of the workforce entirely. Workers who managed to find alternative employment overwhelmingly ended up in sectors like fast food and retail that pay lower wages and offer fewer benefits. Average wages for those who found work fell by 11% to 13%. This shift caused profound, lasting losses across the economy. The decline of stable, high-wage employment has detrimental effects not just on individuals and families, but on the communities these types of jobs support, including municipal governments, which rely on local businesses to provide an adequate revenue base to sustain quality services like education, parks, libraries and sanitation. NAFTA was sold to the American public as “jobs, American jobs and good-paying

In the United States, union membership and middle-class incomes have fallen in tandem.


The homes of displaced Mexicans working in maquilas in Monterrey, Mexico.
American jobs.” In reality, NAFTA-style deals have failed to promote much in the way of jobs at all, and have certainly failed to provide quality employment.

**NAFTA contributed to growing inequality throughout North America.** While not attributable to NAFTA alone, the agreement contributed to larger policy trends favoring corporations and wealthy individuals, and those trends fostered growing income inequality. This trend is particularly dramatic in the United States, which has the highest inequality rate of any industrialized nation. The top 10% of income earners now take home nearly half the country’s income. However, its neighbors do not fare much better. Mexico’s “income inequality index remains among the highest in the world,” with the wealthiest 20% pocketing half the country’s income, and only 5% going to the poorest 20%. Inequality also is growing in Canada, with the largest rise occurring between 1994, when NAFTA went into effect, and the early 2000s. Between 1998 and 2007, a third of all income growth went to the top 1%. Societies with high inequality reduce poverty less effectively and have slower rates of economic growth. NAFTA has failed to ensure the kind of social distribution necessary to achieve sustainable economic growth.

“NAFTA hasn’t delivered the promised prosperity for Canadian workers. The average worker has fallen behind, with incomes growing just 0.96% a year since NAFTA was signed, half the rate of the growth in Canada’s GDP.”

—Ken Georgetti, President, Canadian Labour Congress
Trade deals increase the overall volume of trade, but do not necessarily improve economic growth or foster economic development.

While the overall volume of trade has increased, the rate of economic growth has been sluggish. In the United States, export growth to both Mexico and Canada slowed relative to the 10 years prior to NAFTA. U.S. trade deficits with both Canada and Mexico have grown steadily, crippling domestic industries and contributing to massive job displacement. However, this did not necessarily result in a net gain for the other countries—the North American region as a whole got less competitive with the rest of the world.

Before the agreement was signed, pro-NAFTA economists predicted job growth based on the assumption that the U.S. trade surplus with Mexico would grow. “Our job projections reflect a judgment that, with NAFTA, U.S. exports to Mexico will continue to outstrip Mexican exports to the United States, leading to a U.S. trade surplus with Mexico of about $7 billion to $9 billion annually by 1995...rising to $9 billion to $12 billion between the years 2000 and 2010.”

“[The impacts of NAFTA have been the destruction of workers’ purchasing power, and the loss of benefits and quality employment in Mexico. There have been few benefits from this agreement, and for the majority of the population it has not resulted in any benefits at all.]”

—Maria del Carmen Llamas, Secretary of Foreign Relations, Sindicato de Telefonistas de la Republica Mexicana

**Predictions Wrong in Direction and Magnitude**

**Billions of Dollars: U.S. Annual Current Accounts Balance With Mexico**

**A $1.2 Trillion Mistake**

$ Billions: Cumulative U.S. Current Account Balance With Mexico Since NAFTA


**Trade Deficits with NAFTA Countries, 1996–2011 (USITC Dataweb)**

U.S. trade deficits increased after NAFTA came into effect.
NAFTA proponents claimed the deal would spur economic development in Mexico, bringing the country in line with its wealthier northern neighbors. In fact, the income disparity between Mexico and the United States and Canada has failed to close over the past two decades. In 1997, hourly compensation costs for Mexican manufacturing workers were 15% of U.S. costs; in 2012, they were 18%. For production workers specifically, the news is even worse: In 1994, Mexican hourly compensation costs were 17.98% of U.S. costs; by 2009 they had dropped to 14.53%. Wages in Mexico now are lower than in China in many industries.

NAFTA has not significantly reduced poverty in Mexico, and its impact on economic growth is unclear. Mexico had the lowest per capita growth rate of any Latin American country over the last decade. In 2012, the official poverty rate remained virtually unchanged from 1994 (from 52.4% to 52.3%). Between 2006 and 2010, “more than 12 million people joined the ranks of the impoverished in Mexico.” Prices for consumer goods simultaneously reached all-time highs. “As a result, a minimum wage earner in Mexico today can buy 38% fewer consumer goods than on the day NAFTA took effect.”

Many workers have shifted into the informal economy. Food poverty has dramatically increased: “25% of the population does not have access to basic food and one-fifth of Mexican children suffer from malnutrition.” The decline of Mexican agriculture has made the country increasingly reliant on imports from the United States, mostly processed, prepackaged foods, which has created a perverse rise in both malnutrition and obesity. President Clinton’s prediction that NAFTA would increase regional peace has not played out, as violent crime and instability have increased at an alarming pace. Mexico is among the world’s most prolific exporters of illicit financial flows and illegal narcotics, and imports from the United States include a staggering number of weapons.

These agreements are hugely beneficial to multinational corporations.

Over the past 20 years, multinational corporations have emerged as a separate source of power and influence in international affairs. While this trend certainly is not linked exclusively to NAFTA, the agreement is emblematic of wider currents in global trade policy that offer multinationals expansive legal privileges and distinct advantages over small domestic businesses. These new rights come with no corresponding obligations or responsibilities.

Multinationals are uniquely positioned to take advantage of the many benefits offered by NAFTA—everything from prohibitions on local input requirements to new ways to challenge regulations. “Before NAFTA, Mexico produced trains, tractors and other industrial goods,” but competition destroyed these businesses, and the economic self-sufficiency and higher labor demands that came with it. When Mexico deregulated financial services in preparation for NAFTA, “lending to Mexican businesses dropped from 10% of gross domestic product to 0.3%.” Investor-to-state dispute settlement, discussed in the next point, provides multinational corporations with a powerful legal tool that domestic businesses do not have.

Investor-to-state dispute settlement undermines the ability of governments to legislate in the public interest and threatens the democratic process.

Investor-to-state dispute settlement (ISDS) provides foreign investors—mostly multinational corporations—with the ability to obtain taxpayer-funded compensation for governmental actions that threaten their bottom line. ISDS allows investors from one member state to sue the government of another member state over local or national government actions—even court decisions—which the investor thinks violate NAFTA. This
right to challenge governmental action through ISDS procedures is in addition to the investor’s rights under domestic law, which in the United States includes the right to lobby elected officials, the right to participate in rulemaking through administrative procedures and Fifth Amendment property rights in the Constitution. In other words, NAFTA guarantees that foreign investors get enhanced opportunities to fight laws and policies that threaten their profits beyond the democratic processes available to citizens and domestic businesses.

Rather than relying on domestic courts, investors can bring their claims directly before private arbitration panels hosted at the World Bank or the United Nations. These panels are ad hoc bodies composed of three private individuals, usually trade lawyers, selected by the investor and the state party to the case. The panels are empowered to award monetary compensation from the public coffers but are not accountable to any electorate or open to public scrutiny. Investors have wrung at least $340 million from NAFTA governments since the agreement took effect, although the number is potentially higher, since there is no requirement that claims, or resulting decisions or settlements, be made public.

During the NAFTA debate, Big Business argued ISDS was necessary because the Mexican government frequently nationalized property without compensation, and local courts could not be trusted to deliver unbiased rulings. However, a review of publicly available ISDS cases shows these procedures are being used for entirely different purposes. Most corporate challenges have nothing to do with expropriation of tangible property; they target government regulations that interfere with anticipated profit in some conceivable way, everything from government standards for granting patents to government programs to create green jobs. As Joseph Stiglitz explained in a recent opinion piece, “those supporting the investment agreements are not really concerned about protecting property rights....The real goal is to restrict governments’ ability to regulate and tax corporations—that is, to restrict their ability to impose responsibilities, not just uphold rights. Corporations are attempting to achieve by stealth—through secretly negotiated trade agreements—what they could not attain in an open political process.”

Advocates argue that ISDS provides a neutral forum. In fact, the system is anything but neutral. The arbitrators who decide the case are selected and paid for by the parties. These arbitrators thus have a financial and professional interest in maintaining and expanding the system. There is a revolving door between arbitration panels, elite international law firms and trade positions within governments. In addition to promoting an insular and “clubby” mentality, thanks to lax ethical standards, members of corporate boards and lawyers who represent multinationals can and do sit on panels as arbitrators. These individuals have a strong incentive to issue decisions that will benefit current and potential clients, promoting an entrenched structural bias “in favor of corporations and against nations and communities.”
The deterrent effect has troubling implications for regional innovation and federalism. After the Canadian paper company AbitibiBowater announced it was shuttering all its mills in Newfoundland, the provincial government revoked the company’s rights to water and timber on certain public lands. The company demanded compensation. Under the terms of the lease, the water and timber rights were contingent on the company continuing to use them to operate the mills. Thus, the company had no legal right to compensation under Canadian law. However, when the corporation used a U.S. subsidiary to bring an ISDS case, the Canadian government decided to settle rather than risk lengthy litigation, and announced that in the future it would “hold provincial and territorial governments liable for any NAFTA-related damages paid by the federal government.”

Given what a powerful tool ISDS is, it is unsurprising companies continue to press for its inclusion in trade deals. What is more puzzling is why government negotiators continue to include it. The use of these provisions to target regulations in the public interest and undermine the democratic process is hardly restricted to NAFTA. Philip Morris used bilateral investment treaties containing ISDS provisions to bring claims against Uruguay and Australia, arguing the tobacco conglomerate should be compensated for mandatory health warnings and plain packaging requirements on cigarettes. Germany is being sued by the energy company Vattenfall over its decision to phase out nuclear energy.

**In ISDS, there is no requirement that arbitration panels weigh public concerns or defer to decision making by elected officials who are accountable to the public. In Metalclad v. Mexico (2000), the U.S.-based company initially won $15.6 million from the Mexican government after municipal authorities refused to allow the corporation to build a toxic waste facility that was opposed by local residents, and instead declared the area a nature reserve. The panel criticized the officials for responding to public opposition, effectively penalizing politicians for working on behalf of their constituents.**

**“I’ve seen the letters from the New York and D.C. law firms coming up to the Canadian government on virtually every new environmental regulation and proposition in the last five years. They involved dry cleaning chemicals, pharmaceuticals, pesticides, patent law. Virtually all of the new initiatives were targeted, and most of them never saw the light of day.”**

—Former Canadian official

ISDS can be a deterrent to forming and maintaining social policies that benefit the public. Cases brought before arbitral panels can cost the parties far more than domestic court cases—a staggering $8 million, on average, with some cases costing in excess of $30 million. An empirical study of investment arbitration costs found that “tribunals most frequently required parties to share tribunal and administrative costs equally and absorb their own legal fees,” even if they successfully defended the claim. This creates a strong incentive to avoid laws likely to draw a challenge from powerful multinationals, especially considering the sympathetic panelists who too often decide these cases.
The inclusion of labor provisions has not resulted in improved labor conditions on the ground.

The North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation (NAALC), adopted as a parallel agreement to NAFTA itself, commits the three countries to enforce their own labor regulations and to promote, through domestic law, 11 fundamental labor principles (see box, top right). There is no obligation to adopt stronger laws or adhere to international labor standards.

Pursuant to the NAALC, each government has established a national administrative office (NAO) to investigate and respond to complaints. Any interested party can file a submission with a country’s NAO alleging failure to enforce domestic labor law affecting fundamental rights in another member country. The NAALC also created an international secretariat with leadership rotating between the three countries to monitor and investigate labor conditions.

NAOs can resort to a variety of collaborative procedures with the accused government to attempt to reach a resolution. However, only some claims can be escalated, since the NAALC separates the principles into a hierarchy. Complaints alleging failure to adequately enforce domestic laws concerning the rights to organize, collectively bargain and strike can be addressed only through government consultations. However, if consultations fail to resolve complaints alleging failure to adequately enforce minimum wage, child labor and occupational health and safety laws, the NAO can call for an independent arbitral panel. In theory, this panel can issue fines. In reality, no complaint has ever gone beyond the first stage of the process: government-to-government consultations.

Although numerous complaints have been filed under these procedures, the NAALC process has not resulted in significant enhancements in standards or enforce-
ment. For example, several submissions have detailed how U.S. law and practice leave migrant workers vulnerable to exploitation and abuse. As explained in a 2011 complaint filed with the Mexican NAO regarding labor rights and enforcement in the U.S. carnival industry, “[l]ow-wage migrant workers suffer minimum wage violations at nearly twice the rate of their U.S.-born counterparts,” and “face disproportionate impediments in accessing administrative or judicial resources because they are frequently employed in industries that require work seven days per week and constant moving from location to location.”

Carnival workers, often lured by recruiters making highly misleading promises, may work 16 hours a day or more for as little as $1 an hour, suffer brutal workplace injuries and are frequently housed in bedbug- and flea-infested trailers in remote areas. The U.S. Department of Labor does not conduct regular inspections of the industry and relies on workers to report violations. Numerous factors make reporting difficult—everything from language barriers to long work hours and frequent relocation. Further, carnival workers enter the country under temporary H-2B visas, which are tied to a specific employer. If the employees are fired or quit, their status is revoked, so workers are reluctant to report violations and risk retaliation. The U.S. enforcement system is primarily driven by private civil suits. Federal law restricts H-2B workers from using federally funded legal aid resources, which makes launching a case extremely difficult.

While the complaint drew international attention to the U.S. government’s failure to adequately enforce fundamental labor principles, three years have passed without meaningful change. The Mexican NAO issued a report agreeing that violations had occurred, but as of January 2014 only informal discussions have been held between the U.S. and Mexican governments. There are no set procedures in the NAALC that define how consultations are to proceed or who should be included in the process. The result has been uneven, ad hoc approaches adopted by NAOs that too often exclude workers and other stakeholders. In the carnival case, like many others, the consultation process has not been transparent or accessible.

In 1998, Mexican unions filed a complaint alleging systemic problems with U.S. labor law and its enforcement in the apple-picking and -packing industries in Washington State. Workers in these industries are subjected to persistent violations of minimum wage and overtime law, exposed to harmful pesticides and other violations of health and safety laws and face retaliation and firings for attempting to organize. Agricultural workers are excluded from U.S. labor laws that ensure freedom of association and collective bargaining rights. Undocumented immigrants, who make up about 75% of the agricultural labor force in the United States, are provided even less protection. The U.S. government has failed to effectively investigate, prosecute or provide remedies for these violations.

After a protracted two-year process, the end result was a ministerial agreement between the United States and Mexico, wherein the U.S. government agreed to host public outreach sessions to educate workers on their rights. However, no substantive changes to U.S. law or policy resulted. Agricultural workers still are excluded from basic labor law protections. Discrimination against undocumented workers continues, despite criticism by multiple international bodies, including the International Labor Organization and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. In 2002, the U.S. Supreme Court further entrenched discriminatory enforcement by concluding that undocumented workers fired for trying to form a union should not be compensated under U.S. labor law because of their status. Ultimately, the NAALC
process has proved inadequate at addressing serious
deficiencies in U.S. law and policy.

Severe cases of worker abuse have failed to trigger a significant response. In 2006, a gas explosion at the Pasta de Conchos mine left 65 workers buried. Workers had complained of dangerous conditions, including smelling gas. Grupo Mexico, the country’s largest mining concern, abandoned rescue operations after recovering only two bodies. The government of Mexico allowed the company to seal the mine after only five days, cutting off both rescue efforts and any inquiry into the cause of the collapse. To this day, there has been no investigation, and the bodies of 63 workers remain buried.

Napoleón Gómez Urrutia, the head of the National Union of Mine, Metal and Steelworkers of the Mexican Republic (SNTMMSSRM/Los Mineros), called the explosion “industrial homicide” and organized a campaign against Grupo Mexico demanding the company complete a thorough investigation into the explosion and compensate the families of the victims. In response, the government of Mexico engaged in systematic violence and repression against SNTMMSSRM. The military has been used to break strikes. Four workers were killed between 2006 and 2011. The government withdrew recognition of union leadership and brought frivolous charges against Gómez, forcing him to flee the country. Despite five separate courts of appeal decisions in his favor, he remains in exile and has been denied the right to travel abroad. An NAALC complaint filed with the U.S. NAO in 2006 produced no concrete action designed to address this shameful situation, let alone any trade sanctions.

Perhaps no sector is more emblematic of NAFTA than Mexico’s assembly factories, where goods like garments, electronics and auto parts are produced for export. These industrial centers are notorious for low wages, long working hours, hazardous conditions and sexual harassment. Workers face serious challenges to organizing and bargaining collectively to change these conditions, most notably the use of protection contracts (see box below).

Multiple complaints have not produced prolonged or systemic changes to working conditions. For example, in 2000 Mexican workers at a subsidiary of Delaware corporation Breed Technologies Inc., one of the largest auto parts manufacturers in the world, submitted a complaint to the U.S. NAO charging the Mexican government with failing to enforce health and safety laws at the company’s Autotrim and Customtrim plants. The complaint detailed exposure to hazardous chemicals and severe repetitive stress injuries that left some workers permanently disabled. The U.S. NAO set arbitrary deadlines and requirements that made it more difficult for workers to submit information and participate in the initial public
hearing. Breed Technologies declined to participate, but submitted lengthy documents directly to the U.S. NAO. Advocates were not given copies, and were only able to see Breed’s submission months later through a Freedom of Information Act request. The company also gave NAO officials a private tour of its facilities that workers were not allowed to attend.

Meanwhile, conditions on the ground did not improve following the complaint. Workers who came forward to report the violations were harassed by their employer, local police and anonymous individuals. Some received death threats. A researcher studying the case found evidence that workers were fired and that the company shifted parts of production to more remote areas to avoid scrutiny. The protocol envisioned in the NAALC in case of persistent failure is escalation to an independent panel of experts, and eventually to an arbitral panel that could issue fines. However, two years after the complaint was filed, the U.S. and Mexican governments simply announced the creation of a bilateral working group. Workers were shut out of the process, and the working group’s agenda contained no concrete plans to address the enforcement problems or enhance accountability for violations raised in the complaint. Requests from both the petitioners and U.S. senators to include more substantial commitments, or in the least to include workers and independent health and safety experts, were ignored.

In its early days, the NAALC mechanism contributed to some modest victories. For example, in 1996, the Canadian province of Alberta scrapped plans to privatize the enforcement of workplace health and safety shortly after the public employees’ union announced plans to file an NAALC complaint. However, as it became increasingly clear that no concrete trade repercussions would be pursued, countries became less and less responsive. In 2009, the Mexican government privatized the state electrical company, fired all 44,000 employees, used military force against union leaders and summarily dissolved one of the country’s oldest unions by decree (see box, next page).

More than 93 organizations, including unions and civil society groups in all three countries, joined in submitting complaints to both the U.S. and Canadian NAOs, in 2011 and 2012, respectively. However, the NAALC case prompted no concrete action to ensure that Mexican authorities respect the fundamental rights of electrical workers.

Too often, the lack of clear procedural rules and requirements has resulted in workers being excluded from NAALC processes and remedies. One of the earliest cases, filed in 1997, involved workers trying to freely form a union at Han Young, a factory producing parts for Hyundai. Workers overcame immense obstacles to vote in favor of an independent union, a process that the U.S. NAO noted required “extensive litigation, intervention by the Mexican federal labor authorities, two representation elections…international public attention and extensive media coverage.” Workers not only had to confront the company, which actively fought against the union using “intimidation, threats and dismissals,” but also the local labor authorities, who were supposed to be responsible for enforcing the workers’ rights to freedom of association. Ultimately, the Mexican government agreed to host a training in Tijuana on freedom of association, but members of the independent union who attempted to enter the meeting were beaten by security forces and prevented from participating. Officials from the U.S. Department of Labor who were present at the meeting did not intervene.

In its early days, the NAALC mechanism contributed to some modest victories. For example, in 1996, the Canadian province of Alberta scrapped plans to privatize the enforcement of workplace health and safety shortly after the public employees’ union announced plans to file an NAALC complaint. However, as it became increasingly clear that no concrete trade repercussions would be pursued, countries became less and less responsive. In 2009, the Mexican government privatized the state electrical company, fired all 44,000 employees, used military force against union leaders and summarily dissolved one of the country’s oldest unions by decree (see box, next page). More than 93 organizations, including unions and civil society groups in all three countries, joined in submitting complaints to both the U.S. and Canadian NAOs, in 2011 and 2012, respectively. However, the NAALC case prompted no concrete action to ensure that Mexican authorities respect the fundamental rights of electrical workers.
Ultimately, while the process has increased international solidarity, the NAALC has failed to promote its central mandate: to ensure compliance with fundamental rights and enforcement of labor laws.\textsuperscript{118}

**NAFTA’s environmental provisions similarly failed to result in enhanced environmental standards.**

The environmental provisions of NAFTA have failed to result in heightened enforcement, let alone a significant rise in standards. The environmental side agreement suffers from many of the same core failings as the labor provisions: The mechanism is structurally weak, and its institutions are underfunded. There is a citizen complaint procedure for resolving disputes, but it provides for negotiations between governments and does not allow for the possibility of penalizing polluters directly. This has led to pilot projects rather than systematic efforts to tackle problems.\textsuperscript{119}

In Mexico, real spending on enforcement of environmental laws has declined since NAFTA was enacted. Hazardous waste and pollution have increased,\textsuperscript{120} as have chemically intensive production methods on large commercial farms, including harmful pesticides and fertilizers.\textsuperscript{121}
Simultaneously, environmental regulations are the target of a huge number of ISDS cases, which has undermined innovation and seriously threatens existing and future commitments in environmental treaties. For example, Canada halted exports of PCB wastes to the United States to comply with the Basel Convention on the Control of Trans-boundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal. U.S. waste treatment company S.D. Myers launched an ISDS case. The arbitral panel awarded the corporation $20 million.\(^{122}\)

**NAFTA provisions interfere with member governments’ ability to adopt comprehensive policies that support investment in local communities, promote living-wage jobs, ensure robust protections for consumers and the environment and provide equitable access to vital goods and services.**

NAFTA went far beyond simply requiring that states treat domestic and foreign businesses equally\(^ {123}\) by including provisions that fundamentally interfere with a democratic society’s ability to determine policy priorities. Trade agreements should foster rather than inhibit sustainable, equitable growth that increases social mobility and shared prosperity. However, NAFTA’s restrictive provisions, in areas including government procurement, intellectual property and services, hurt local development and the ability to ensure stability and equity.\(^ {124}\)

NAFTA prevents federal, state and local governments from imposing requirements on covered government procurement contracts that do not relate directly to the ability to perform the contract. This can make it difficult to support local job creation and development, stimulate economic growth in times of financial hardship and promote green purchasing or social justice. For example, when President Clinton signed an executive order preventing federal contractors from sourcing from businesses using the worst forms of child labor, the order had to contain exemptions for Mexico and Canada to comply with NAFTA obligations.\(^ {125}\)

NAFTA’s strict intellectual property protections contain several measures that inflate drug prices, including restrictions on access to generics and prohibitions on importing from where a good is cheapest.\(^ {126}\) NAFTA’s rules also make it more difficult for communities to retain rights to native plant species and indigenous knowledge.\(^ {127}\)

NAFTA was one of the first trade agreements to liberalize trade in services. The agreement does not provide exceptions for measures to regulate public goods, such as roads, parks and water, or to conserve natural resources.\(^ {128}\) This can make it difficult for states and localities to ensure equitable access to high-quality services. Privatization often results in lower-quality services and poorer working conditions for those employed in the industry. Commercial enterprises may end up excluding those too poor or geographically isolated to make service delivery profitable.\(^ {129}\)

NAFTA adopted a so-called “negative list” approach to the sectors covered under the agreement. This allows member governments to carve out exceptions during negotiations, but automatically includes those areas not specifically identified. This leaves sectors that did not even exist during negotiations automatically subject to NAFTA’s provisions.\(^ {130}\) Investor rights in the agreement make these decisions difficult to change, despite changing community preferences.

Even when countries have attempted to carve out exceptions, ISDS cases have ignored the preferences of the democratically elected government. In NAFTA, Canada specifically attempted to exclude regulations on research and development from NAFTA’s prohibition on local performance requirements. However, in the Mobil case (discussed in the ISDS section of this report), the arbitral panel concluded that changes that substantially increased the amount corporations were required to pay modified the measure to the point it no longer fell under the exception.\(^ {131}\)
**Toward a New Trade Model**

NAFTA has had a profound impact on U.S. trade policy. Subsequent bilateral and regional trade deals replicate the same failed model, coupling sweeping investor rights with restrictions on domestic policy. Current negotiations openly focus on “regulatory harmonization” and “behind the border” barriers, encouraging or requiring parties to trade agreements to adopt similar laws and standards to facilitate cross-border supply chains. A 2011 statement by the trade ministers involved in TPP negotiations states, “[r]egulatory and other non-tariff barriers increasingly are the major hurdles that companies face in gaining access to foreign markets. To address these barriers, we have agreed to work to improve regulatory practices, eliminate unnecessary barriers, reduce regional divergence in standards, promote transparency, conduct our regulatory processes in a more trade-facilitative manner, eliminate redundancies in testing and certification and promote cooperation on specific regulatory issues.”

Unfortunately, corporate-driven trade deals too often interpret “regional divergence in standards” to mean any deviation from the lowest possible standard. Innovative policy measures enacted on the local and regional levels and societal choices about how to solve problems and balance risks are reduced to “export barriers.” Quebec’s ban on fracking is a divergence, and now the subject of an ISDS claim by the U.S. company Lone Pine Resources. Many neutral, generally applicable measures designed to protect the public, serve local objectives or raise standards similarly are under attack. The French multinational Veolia is demanding compensation from the Egyptian government for a package of reforms that includes raising the minimum wage. Meanwhile, corporate actions that exploit workers, pollute the environment and poison consumers are facilitated by the architecture of these agreements. Negotiators must move away from this flawed model toward a system that builds sustainable, inclusive development, fosters social mobility, ensures corporate accountability and encourages rather than hinders innovative social policy.

**Increase public participation**

NAFTA’s provisions were crafted, debated and finalized without significant public engagement or scrutiny. The result was language that disproportionately benefited corporations at the expense of citizens. Unfortunately, the Obama administration has continued the tradition of operating behind closed doors. TPP negotiations are conducted entirely in secret. The administration currently is pushing for trade promotion authority often referred to as “Fast Track.” A bill introduced in Congress would lock legislators into an up-or-down vote on the final text of trade agreements, with no ability to amend, an arrangement that would further curtail public debate and scrutiny. If these deals are ever to become real catalysts for social improvement, the workers, consumers and communities affected by them must be able to participate in the negotiations.
Remove ISDS

ISDS places the interests of private foreign investors on an equal footing with the interest of the general public of an entire nation. Including ISDS in trade deals hinders the ability of local, regional and national governments to protect public welfare, distorts the policymaking process and threatens equitable, sustainable development. Despite a clear pattern that demonstrates the danger ISDS poses to democratic decision making, TPP proposals actually appear to expand ISDS rather than curtail it, by drawing broader rights in such areas as intellectual property and explicitly opening such new areas as financial services. This is particularly troubling because measures enacted to ensure financial stability during times of economic collapse have been a frequent target of ISDS cases.

The original justification for ISDS, dysfunctional courts, does not apply to the countries involved in TPP negotiations that have developed, independent judicial systems. The United States provides strong protection for private property, including constitutional guarantees in the Fifth Amendment. However, including ISDS when domestic courts may be underdeveloped, biased or corrupt is equally problematic. ISDS undermines rather than enhances the rule of law by providing investors with a separate legal structure from those workers and communities rely on. This allows multinationals to avoid one of the primary disadvantages of operating in localities with underdeveloped court systems, while continuing to take advantage of the lax labor and environmental enforcement that too often accompany a lack of access to justice.

Reform is a weak substitute for removing these harmful provisions, but there are proposals that would reduce the damage the system currently causes. Currently, investors are bestowed extraordinary rights but no corresponding obligations. To access ISDS, foreign investors should be required to commit to protect fundamental rights and demonstrate they adhere to the laws of both their home state and those in the locality where they operate and first engage with the domestic political process. Domestic concerns should be banned from using subsidiaries to pursue cases. ISDS provisions should limit recovery to situations of actual expropriation, and contain clear exceptions for all nondiscriminatory public interest regulations. One solution to address the serious ethical issues that result when decisions are made by ad hoc gatherings of individuals with a financial and professional stake in perpetuating the system is the creation of a permanent standing body to handle these disputes. Hearings and decisions must be open to the public, affected parties should be allowed to participate in the process and deference should be afforded to government decision making, particularly when the matter affects the public interest. Panelists should consider broader policy objectives and place investor rights in context rather than making a narrow determination based solely on these concerns. It seems unlikely that moderate reforms will redress the entrenched failures of the system, however. If ISDS is to continue, serious substantive and structural changes must be pursued.

Reform labor provisions to ensure greater enforcement and accountability

Trade deals should include explicit commitments to supporting decent work.

Trade deals should include firm commitments to increase quality employment that allows workers to live with dignity and be treated with respect in the workplace.

“Decent work,” a concept developed at the ILO, focuses on ensuring all women and men have the opportunity to “obtain decent and productive work, in conditions of freedom, equity, security and human dignity.” A decent work program focuses on creating opportunities and social mobility, guaranteeing rights and respect on the job, promoting social dialogue through strong worker organizations and extending social protections, including safe working conditions, access to health care and family leave, sufficient workers’ compensation and allowance for adequate leisure time and rest.
Trade deals should adopt core ILO Conventions as a minimum floor that all member countries must adhere to in order to enjoy trade benefits, and include provisions for strengthening standards over time.

U.S. trade policy has made positive steps toward incorporating core labor standards in trade deals. After NAFTA, subsequent trade deals evolved to link labor commitments to core ILO principles (see box below). This creates a common baseline to prevent countries from subverting fundamental rights to gain trade advantages.

Trade deals should include the same robust trade sanctions for labor violations as for commercial violations and automatic deadlines to advance complaints.

Countries that fail to enforce fundamental labor rights should not benefit from trade deals. Sanctions should be the same as those available for commercial violations—substantial enough to secure meaningful change and tied to the sectors where the violations are occurring to encourage accountability and incentivize employers to rectify problems. Exporters that are complicit in violations also should face sanctions.

The NAALC has no effective mechanism for imposing financial or other costs on entrenched, systematic violations of fundamental rights. Subsequent trade deals have evolved to include the possibility of trade sanctions. However, these mechanisms have not been adequately tested, as no complaint has reached the dispute settlement phase. Like NAFTA, these agreements rely on political will to move cases forward, allowing but not requiring escalation.

Leaving the complaint process subject to diplomatic and political considerations too often results in lengthy bureaucratic undertakings rather than substantive change. For example, a 2008 complaint against Guatemala under the Dominican Republic-Central American Free Trade Agreement details grave violations of fundamental labor rights, including violence and repression against union activists and prolonged non-enforcement of labor regulations relating to areas like minimum wage, health and safety, overtime and social security payments. Following continued noncompliance by the government of Guatemala, the U.S. government initially requested an arbitral panel, but suspended the proceedings after the two governments developed a joint Labor Action Plan. The plan has proved to be little more than a stalling tactic, as systematic violence, repression and exploitation continues. On Jan. 5 of this year, 19-year-old Marlon Dagoberto Vásquez López became the 65th trade union activist murdered since 2007. Meanwhile, the government of Guatemala and unscrupulous employers reap trade benefits by

---

**Core ILO Rights**

Most U.S. trade agreements signed after May 10, 2007, commit parties to adopt, maintain and enforce the rights stated in the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and its Follow-Up (1998):

(a) Freedom of association;
(b) The effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining;
(c) The elimination of all forms of compulsory or forced labor;
(d) The effective abolition of child labor and, for purposes of this Agreement, a prohibition on the worst forms of child labor; and
(e) The elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.

The most recent U.S. trade agreements (with Peru, Korea, Panama and Colombia) cite the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and its Follow-Up (1998). However, greater clarity would result if the language instead referenced core ILO Conventions. While both establish fundamental protections for workers, the rights contained in the Conventions have clearer definitions and associated jurisprudence to guide decision makers. Trade deals also should contain commitments to continued improvement and elevation of standards of over time.
ignoring the basic rights of workers. Such persistent, blatant violations must be met with tangible repercussions.

Continuing noncompliance should result in mandatory, automatic escalation over set time periods, rather than relying on government actors to affirmatively decide to escalate the case. This would improve the efficacy of the system.

**Trade deals should address deficiencies in enforcement of fundamental labor rights at the beginning of negotiations and require compliance before signature.**

Adherence to fundamental labor rights should be a requirement of any trading partner. Labor concerns should be identified and addressed at the beginning of negotiations, and countries should be required to make substantive, meaningful changes before any deal is signed. This is the approach adopted for commercial considerations, but unfortunately current U.S. policy sidelines labor conditions until the end of negotiations.\[^{157}\]

Noncompliance has been addressed through initiatives like the Colombia Labor Action Plan, a conditional side agreement designed to address that country’s abysmal record on workers’ rights.\[^{158}\] Since 1986, some 3,000 Colombian trade unionists have been murdered. The vast majority of these cases have never even been investigated, let alone resulted in a conviction. Workers are subjected to harassment and threats and persistent violations of minimum wage, health and safety and other labor regulations. Employers engage in a range of deceptive practices to characterize workers as independent contractors to deny them legal rights.\[^{159}\] The Labor Action Plan was designed to address informality and enhance inspections and enforcement, but it has resulted in limited change to entrenched impunity and exploitation.\[^{160}\] This tactic has failed to produce results, and should not be replicated in current negotiations with countries with questionable labor rights records. Potential trade partners should instead be required to make relevant changes to laws, policies and practices before agreements enter into force.

**Trade deals should include provisions to enhance worker access to complaint mechanisms, and ensure adequate funding and staffing requirements for any monitoring bodies.**

Accessing the NAALC system is costly for workers and organizations that do not command vast resources. The primary mechanism is through country-level hearings, which often are drawn-out processes requiring extensive information gathering, travel, translation and other costs.\[^{151}\] Hearings are not held near where the violations occur, but at arbitrary locations determined by the national NAO. There is no mechanism to shift the costs of participating onto wrongdoers if the claim is valid. Obtaining evidence is particularly difficult with no formal discovery process. Trade deals should include location-specific hearings, fee-shifting, financial support and discovery rules to allow workers to access the system. Solutions to NAALC complaints too often are negotiated behind closed doors without significant input from those most affected. Workers and independent experts should be incorporated into remedial measures rather than sidelined.

Funding for NAOs and the secretariat has been inadequate from the start, but over the years it has been reduced to the point that the secretariat is unable to carry out core functions. Trade agreements must include adequate mechanisms for funding the important work these institutions carry out. This should be coupled with robust hiring criteria to ensure independent and effective personnel. The NAALC secretariat lacked such provisions, which facilitated questionable assignments. In 2004, the executive director resigned abruptly following revelations that he had registered as a lobbyist in Pennsylvania, charged trips, meetings and expenses that appeared to be unrelated to secretariat business and placed friends and relatives on the payroll.\[^{162}\] Stricter ethical obligations and selection criteria would enhance the effectiveness and credibility of international organizations designed to enforce labor provisions in trade agreements.
Trade deals should adopt measures to ensure supply chain accountability.
Currently, no mechanism offers remedies to victims or sanctions private employers that routinely and knowingly flout the law. Under the NAALC, employers involved in the violations are not even required to participate in the process. Trade agreements with investor rights must contain corollary responsibilities. This should include a commitment to monitor supply chains, investigate labor violations and provide adequate compensation, as required under the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. Failure to do so should be subject to challenge in both the corporations’ host and home state.

Trade agreements should not hinder the ability of governments to build public policy informed by the democratic process and responsive to community needs.
States should be able to target public resources to promote local development, enhance social standards and reward businesses that behave responsibly. This means procurement measures in trade agreements should not prevent states from using purchasing power to further important public policy aims.

Current trade negotiations appear poised to include more NAFTA-like restrictions on regulation of the financial industry. Trade agreements should protect, rather than undermine, governments’ ability to react to economic crises and ensure robust, sustainable markets.

According to leaked documents, the TPP contains even stronger intellectual property rights provisions than NAFTA, including new forms of protections such as data exclusivity and limitations on the ability of governments to negotiate over pricing, which will further increase drug costs. These provisions must be modified to ensure affordable medicines. Intellectual property should preserve and protect community knowledge, and foster growth and innovation.

Trade agreements should adopt positive lists for all commitments to reduce confusion and ensure that the sectors covered are determined by a deliberate, democratic process, not included by default. Governments should retain the autonomy to ensure access to quality public services based on community needs and priorities.

Workers and Communities Deserve Better
Trade is not an end in itself, but a means to enhance living standards and promote shared prosperity. Unfortunately, the legacy of NAFTA and the flawed U.S. trade policy it both shaped and reflects has been stagnant wages, declining social standards and increased inequality. The TPP and other forthcoming trade agreements do not have to repeat the mistakes of the past 20 years. These negotiations are an opportunity to build an inclusive and sustainable trade model.
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